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Chairman Pallone, Ranking Member Walden, Subcommittee Chairman Doyle, Ranking Member Latta,
and members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to testify today on internet adoption
and digital inclusion. I am pleased to offer some highlights of the academic and empirical literature,
some practical experience, and some policy recommendations on these topics. My comments are
informed by my work as a researcher with the American Enterprise Institute (AEI) and the Center for
Communication, Media, and Information Technologies (CMI) at Aalborg University in Denmark. At CMI
we bring multidisciplinary perspectives and problem-based learning to our inquiries. CMI also partners
with Ghana Telecom University College to host doctoral students and learn about these questions in
emerging countries. I have written articles and book chapters about the policy challenges and solutions
to digital adoption across countries. 1 I have also edited a book on gender and digital inclusion. 2 And I am
honored to serve as the vice chair of the Program Committee of the Telecom Policy Research
Conference.
The case of Denmark itself is instructive for this topic. Denmark is perhaps the world’s leading digital
nation as measured by access, use, and skills. Denmark has opted not for broadband subsidies and price
regulation, instead allowing consumers and providers to determine their preferences, albeit with
appropriate transparency disclosures. However, the government digitized all its services to force
individuals and enterprise to adopt the internet. This also served to lower cost of service provision. 3
Highlights from the Academic and Empirical Literature
The many articles on internet adoption can be boiled down to one important point: People adopt
services, not networks. 4 The demand for broadband is “derived demand”: Consumers adopt broadband
for the services they get from networks, not for the networks themselves. To maximize the value of
broadband for its users, it is important then to allow the many facets of consumer demand to be
manifested.
When a centralized authority mandates the parameters of broadband, it limits and reduces the
preferences that individual consumers can express. Price controls and one-size-fits-all mandates deny
consumers their freedom of choice and force them to pay for content, data, and features they do not
necessarily recognize or value. Moreover, the hitherto shaping of the broadband market by speed
requirements (an arbitrary parameter regulators selected because of its relative ease of measurement)
has reduced consumers’ ability to select and contract for their preferred features, such as quality,
customer service, safety, durability, and flexible pricing. 5
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To realize digital inclusion, policy should therefore focus more on demand than supply. Consumers have
a diverse set of needs, and not everyone wants to be included in the same way. In editing the book
Gender Gaps and the Social Inclusion Movement in ICT, I learned there is no one right policy for “digital
inclusion.” There are different needs and approaches, and in a free society, policy should allow
individuals to express their preferences.
In the hearing memo, Chairman Pallone highlighted the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA) survey. 6 The report notes that the US has 100 million households online, itself a
bipartisan policy success that should be recognized. Importantly in the last decade, the cost of
computing equipment being a barrier has fallen from 21 to 4 percent as a reason for not being online.
Interestingly, 16.2 million households are not online because of lack of need or interest, a number that
has increased significantly in the past decade. 7 An additional six million households report that cost of
internet access is the barrier to internet adoption. This is important because for two-thirds of the people
not online, making the internet available or faster will not help them access it.
Pew offers valuable research on internet adoption and has followed the issue closely for 15 years, noting
nine out of 10 Americans using the internet regularly. 8 Gaps that remain can be attributed to age,
income, education, and community type. These factors do not presuppose that one network or mode is
preferable. Moreover, closing these gaps is largely about empowering individuals, not favoring any one
firm or technology.
Indeed, the single best thing we can do for internet adoption and inclusion is to support the framework
for our current growing economy, which continues to deliver increased wages, employment, and
opportunity. To the extent that people have more money in their pockets, they can buy more of all
goods and services, including broadband. As an economic matter, broadband takes up a decreasing
share of people’s income, so it makes little sense to reduce the cost of broadband versus addressing the
other areas that take up a greater portion of income. Americans spend more on housing, transportation,
education, food, clothing, and even discretionary travel than on broadband. It is illogical to attack a
single line item in the monthly budget that accounts for less than $100, when the smarter approach
would be to reduce the cost of the items costing hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars per month.
Nevertheless, despite the data showing that US has some of the lowest prices per unit cost to connect
online and some of the lowest entry level prices anywhere in the world, some believe that the price of
broadband is too high. 9 This is likely the unintended consequence of the historical broadband policy
which has favored the interest of Silicon Valley to minimize their data transit costs. The practical effect
of this policy is that the end users pays 100 percent of the last mile access cost while the content
provide provides little to nothing.
In a free multisided market, content providers would play a greater role to support last mile network
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cost, and individuals would practice more discretion to the content they access. Ideally we would see
different cost sharing models depending on supply and demand. In any case, moving to more decentralized model, should allow greater cost sharing among the largest parties that use the network,
more diversity in connectivity options, and a better fit for consumers’ preferences and budget.
John Horrigan, a leading researcher on broadband adoption, notes:
Even with the availability of low-cost offers, it remains a challenge to encourage the remaining
disconnected people to sign up for broadband service. And we still have limited understanding
of how newly-connected low-income people use the internet and how it affects their lives. 10
This underscores that policy meant merely to promote low-cost solutions does not address individual
needs.
The national discussion on privacy also underscores that many are overwhelmed by being online, so this
offers an important counterpoint in the rush to dictate inclusion with a predetermined set of factors.
The notion of a privacy right—indeed, a right to not be online—could explain why some among the 16
million households offline do not believe the internet is useful. It appears that for some, being offline is
a choice, and it raises an important question of whether such a freedom is honored in the digital society.
Moreover, important research from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) shows there is not a linear relationship between the presence of information technology in the
home and classroom and student performance. 11 There is no evidence that higher broadband speeds
are required for improved student performance. Mr. Pallone’s citation that three million school-age
children without internet access at home is concerning; however these children are likely suffering from
a variety of challenges, such as lack of parent availability, a stable living situation, and so forth. 12 It is
misguided use of broadband policy to think that subsidized internet will itself remedy education
performance, when larger systematic factors need to be addressed and, in so doing, would likely resolve
the connectivity issue.
Practical Experience with Broadband Adoption
I mentioned that content providers could play a greater role to support network deployment, and
indeed, advertising-supported broadband is a possibility. Afterall advertising is what supports the
millions of services on the internet itself. Moreover, broadband providers have tried many ways to
reduce the cost of their services to end users, particularly with free and discounted offers to compete in
the marketplace. This marketing should be welcomed and encouraged. Consumers love such programs,
but sometimes these programs do not meet the aesthetic preferences of self-appointed consumer
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advocates and regulatory elites who may block these diversity-enhancing market developments. 13 My
empirical research demonstrates how the poor are harmed when policy restricts pricing flexibility. 14
Indeed, T-Mobile’s Binge On and Music Freedom were wildly popular, prompting millions of customers
to switch. But the response of the 2015 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the California
legislature was to shut down programs that consumers love. MetroPCS was one of the first firms to offer
4G wireless service. In 2010, after analyzing its customer behavior and making engineering
enhancements in its network, MetroPCS developed an attractively priced 4G plan with free YouTube for
low-income rural residents. But the plan was ultimately torpedoed by consumer advocates who
complained to the FCC. 15 MetroPCS, unable to compete with such a regulatory straitjacket, was
ultimately acquired, reducing the number of mobile operators.
This regulatory discrimination extends to many welfare-enhancing activities such as health care
providers subsidizing the cost of prenatal videos and mobile operators daring to enter the highly
concentrated online advertising industry. This ideological prejudice, in which regulators, not consumers,
decide the broadband products we get to have, costs our economy about $30–$40 billion annually, 16 an
amount equal to four times what we spend on the Universal Service Fund each year. We could have
closed the digital divide years ago, had our regulatory policy not prioritized aesthetic purity (and some
content provider profits) over the welfare of the poor. 17
Consider that before broadband, Netflix sent a DVD by the US Postal Service. The customer paid for a
subscription, and Netflix paid the postage. Now that Netflix is online, the customer still pays the
subscription fee, but Netflix sends the postal fee to the broadband provider. The broadband provider
thus must collect that fee from the entire subscriber base, whether or not they subscribe to Netflix.
Netflix has grown its customer base without meaningfully having to increase its delivery costs. Indeed,
video from such leading firms as Netflix and YouTube accounts for 20 percent of all downstream traffic
in the US. 18 However, these firms do not meaningfully participate in defraying the cost of last mile
broadband networks.
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Data from the International Telecommunications Union on internet penetration provide additional
insight. India’s telecom regulator boasts of having the most restrictive internet traffic rules and price
controls. 19 Unsurprisingly, only one in three Indians is online today. Indeed, if India allowed the pricing
flexibility practiced in other emerging countries, there could be as many as 400 million more Indian
internet users today, and the country’s gross domestic product would get a significant bump.
It is helpful that we study some market success stories. Comcast has taken the research on broadband
adoption to heart, incorporating devices and skill training into its first-time internet adoption program.
Comcast’s Internet Essentials (IE) added eight million new users in eight years, better results than any
government program. This was done without subsidies. Notably, Comcast is redoubling its commitment
to IE without any regulatory mandate to do so. 20
It is encouraging to see states and cities taking a proactive approach. For example, some two dozen
states have already adopted model codes for 5G and small cell deployment. 21 This is crucial to speed
deployment and support competition by multiple providers. Moreover, the process to find local partners
and join complementary assets should be encouraged. This is the essence of innovation, and such
cooperation is essential for developing the apps and services for 5G.
Naturally cities and states want to improve their residents’ welfare. However, the notion of “digital
inclusion” should not be the justification to add costs to network deployment—for example digital
inclusion fee on broadband providers. Frequently this is done as a way for financially stressed cities to
find new sources of revenue. This fee creates the same distortion as taxes on communication service,
making it more expensive for the end user and reducing the resources for deployment. 22 When cities do
this, they also reduce the resources that can be deployed in rural areas.
Moreover, some states and localities attempt an end run around federal policy defined by Congress—for
example, with partisan litigation efforts brought by states to either remove or reinstate FCC policy. 23
These efforts are costly and counterproductive and distract resources away from the six million
individuals we ostensibly want to help.
Policy Recommendations
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Traditional modes of broadband subsidies, however well-intentioned, are ineffective and unsustainable.
The surcharge on the Universal Service Fund, just one component of the many federal broadband
subsidy programs, has risen from 3 percent in 1998 to 24.4 percent today. 24 This is a growing tax levied
on a declining service that falls hardest on the poorest people. The Lifeline program needs
revolutionary, not evolutionary change. 25 Rather than throw more good money after bad, we should
improve existing programs. Fortunately, the FCC is reversing this trend and deserves the right to try.
Under FCC Chairman Ajit Pai’s leadership, the FCC is on the right track to close the digital divide, and
these efforts should continue. This includes but is not limited to the Connect America Fund (CAF) Phase
II reverse auction, the first time use of an innovative model in which operators bid for connect an area
by lowest cost. 26 This program attempts to focus funds on areas with little to no network build-out, not
displace existing investment. 27 In the EU, providing subsidies to areas with existing networks is a
violation of state aid rules. 28 CAF II has allowed $1.5 billion to be distributed to connect more than
713,000 homes and businesses nationwide. The auction was also open to all network types and through
intermodal, competitive bidding, the FCC reduced $3.5 billion from the $5 billion expected to connect
these unserved areas. 29 I also welcome the proposed $20.4 billion Rural Digital Opportunity Fund in
applying the lessons of the reverse auction to expand broadband in unserved rural areas. 30
Also laudable are the FCC’s efforts to improve wireline 31 and wireless network regulation 32 so that these
networks can be built more quickly and with less money 33 and that the transition to modern broadband
networks can be accelerated. 34 The FCC is also combatting abuse by franchising authorities, practices
which increases the cost of cable to end users and reduce deployment. 35
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Under then Chairman Upton and Sub-Committee Chairman Walden in 2014, the Energy & Commerce
Committee led an effort to modernize the Communications Act in 2014, 36 an important and overdue
effort that came to an abrupt halt. Yet this work must still be done as the exigence of regulatory siloes
deters competition and innovation in a world in which communications, content, and computing have
converged. That we fail to realize individual preferences for internet adoption and inclusion likely
reflects that regulatory frameworks from the last century persist. Consider that telephone regulation is
86 years old and still on the books; cable, 36 years; mobile wireless, 25 years. To realize greater digital
adoption and inclusion, we must update our outdated laws to reflect the dynamic competition in the
marketplace 37 and modernize obsolete regulatory structures. 38 This is the kind of bold work that this
Commission should do, not doubling-down on outdated policies written in the age of the rotary phone.
One area where Congress must act is spectrum, and only Congress has the power to the solve the
problem. We connect to the internet increasingly and wirelessly. While the US has made important
strides in 5G, we still need major spectrum reform. The US government sits on most of the frequencies,
and an audit of federal spectrum is needed to develop a 21st century approach to the resource. Only
Congress can authorize auctions, appropriate audit funds, and enable the agency reforms needed so
that the US in one the same page to win the global 5G race. 39 While the US has many advantages, it
lacks sufficient mid-band spectrum, particularly the C-band, the frequencies which 23 nations have
already prioritized for 5G and where standards for devices will be harmonized globally. The window of
opportunity for the US is closing on this front, and it is critical that this committee encourage the FCC to
conduct a speedy public auction for the C-band. This is also the fastest way to get 5G to rural areas. 40
I also encourage this committee to consider the role of satellite broadband. 41 New high throughput
satellites offer 100 Mbps, making this technology a contender for rural and urban use. This demands
immediate attention as the Chinese are already closing their digital divide for 100 million people via
satellite and will export the model globally. 42 Moreover satellite technologies needn’t be subsidized.
In your reflection on digital adoption and inclusion, please remember that people adopt services, not
networks; that price flexibility serves consumers; and that modernizing regulation makes network
deployment quicker and cheaper. Thank you for this opportunity to testify today.
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